Using Just 2 Easy in Hwb

Download the J2Launch app from your App Store

To log in click on the Red HWB button

You will then be asked for your sign in and password
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This will take you to J2Launch. You will have access to a range of applications such as:
- JIT
- J2E
- J2Data
- J2Code
- J2Office

If there is any work that the teacher is sharing with your child, it will be in SHARED FILES.

Your child will be able to access all their own work by clicking on MY FILES.
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In SHARED FILES - click on your class page

Any work the teacher has shared here can be accessed in here

When you have opened up a file from the shared files, you will need to save it. It will then be saved in MY FILES. You will need to give it a name
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New piece of work
Open work
Save work
Print work
Undo
Redo

In JIT you will also be able to choose the following:
- Write
- Paint
- Turtle
- Chart
- Pictograms
- Animate
- Branch
- Mix